The reason for the failure of the grid is complicated. On the one hand, because the majority of the information comes from the grid signal whose description dimension is higher; on the other hand, it is a low probability that large number or types of fault problems occur in one area. To solve this problem, this paper proposed a power grid fault diagnosis method based on ensemble decision tree (PGFD-EDT). This algorithm uses attribute selection mechanism to divide a large number of power signal attributes for multiple sets of attribute subsets, each subset is trained individually for a decision tree, and multiple decision tree models vote together to determine the grid failure. Experiments show that the PGFD-EDT algorithm has higher stability and accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
With the continuous expansion of the scale of power grids, substation automation and unattended attention has been widely concerned [1] . One of the key aspects of grid automation management is the ability to diagnose faults in the grid and adjust the corresponding protection devices [2] . At present, many artificial intelligence algorithms are applied to the field of power network fault diagnosis, and achieved good application effect [3] .
However, fault information such as complex cause of power failure, malfunction of switch and protection, refusing action and signal interference of channel are likely to be confused with other faults or normal signals [3, 4] . On the other hand, it is a low probability that large number or types of fault problems occur in one area [5, 6] . To solve this problem, this paper proposed a power grid fault diagnosis method based on ensemble decision tree (PGFD-EDT). This algorithm uses attribute selection mechanism to divide a large number of power signal attributes. For multiple sets of attribute subsets, each subset is trained individually for a decision tree, and multiple decision tree models vote together to determine the grid failure. Experiments show that the PGFD-EDT algorithm has higher stability and accuracy.
METHOD DESCRIPTION
This paper constructs a fault diagnosis method based on integrated decision tree, and the basic process is as follows: 
The Fourier Transforms Stage
The data of the collected grid divides a data wave into m segments according to the length of time. The expression is:
In this expression, each Si corresponds to a sequence of wave intensity data:
Fourier transform of the sequence, the sequence is converted to multiple groups of frequency sine wave expression:
In this formula For Dataset, it needs to be divided into multiple sets of data subsets according to attributes, and each attribute subset has the greatest heterogeneity between them to ensure the integrity of the data subset decision capability. The corresponding algorithm is as follows: Feature-Grouping-Alg attribute grouping algorithm Input: the dataset Dataset, the dimension m of the data set, the dimension ms for each subset Output: The subset of data subsets Begin N = Floor (m / ms); Calculate the number of subsets FeatureSubset = {s1, s2, ..., sn}; Initializes the set of attribute subsets, the collection contains n attribute sets, and the attribute set defaults to an empty set. 
END
Through this algorithm, the original Dataset can be divided into a set of Subset, in which each element is a sub-dataset, which consists of all the rows and partial columns in the Dataset.
Build an Ensembled Model
For each set in Subset, train a decision tree. As shown in Figure 1 , all the decision trees are constructed as an Ensemble Decision Tree. Each decision tree determines the input data in decision-making. All decision tree voting determines the final decision result of the model. Ensemble Tree Construction-Alg Input: Subsets Output: Ensemble tree model EModel Begin EModel=Ф Foreach trainset in Subsets submodel=Train a C4.5 decision tree through trainset; EModel←submodel; END return EModel; End Each decision tree in EModel can make a decision from input data, and all the decision are vote to decide the ensemble decision tree's decision. Through this way an significantly improvement of decision-making can be archived, excessive fitting to a certain characteristics of the input data can be avoided, model become more stable, and this kind of method for prefer to power grid fault diagnosis application.
EXPERIMENT
In order to verify the diagnostic capability of the algorithm, this paper introduces the real operation data of the grid in 2016, intercepts 5000 of the time points of failure and 5000 time points of normal operation as samples, randomly selected 100,200, ..., 1000 10 groups of data As a training data, 2000 samples were randomly selected as test data. Sample set are process by PGFD-EDT through Fourier transform, feature grouping method and model integration, PGFD-EDT can construct a ensemble decision tree model, and then this model can diagnosis test data to obtain model's accuracy. PGFD-EDT is compared with traditional neural network algorithm, decision tree algorithm and random forest algorithm. The diagnostic accuracy of four algorithms is shown in TABLE I.
It can be seen from TABLE I that the diagnostic accuracy of the decision tree algorithm is the lowest among the four algorithms. Although the accuracy of the traditional neural network algorithm is slightly improved, the accuracy of the random forest algorithm is close to the neural network. PGFD-EDT algorithm for 10 groups of training samples obtained diagnostic accuracy are higher than the other three algorithms, in 1000 samples reached a maximum of 96.3%. 4 kinds of algorithm diagnostic accuracy comparison shown in Figure 2 :
It can be seen from the figure PGFD-EDT in the classification accuracy and stability is better than the other three algorithms. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a power grid fault diagnosis method based on ensemble decision tree (PGFD-EDT). This algorithm uses attribute selection mechanism to divide a large number of power signal attributes for multiple sets of attribute subsets, each subset is trained individually for a decision tree and multiple decision tree models vote together to determine the grid failure. As a result of the Fourier transform method, Ensemble decision tree can be based on the characteristics of the wave to judge the fault. Experiments show that the PGFD-EDT algorithm has higher stability and accuracy than traditional methods; the characteristics of PGFD-EDT make it have high practical value in the field of power network fault diagnosis.
